In this article I theorize the deployment of white fragility 1 and white vulgarity as recurrent and conjoined signs of the presence and imminent threat of violent terror against nonwhite peoples in the United States; the aesthetic-affective form into which these signs congeal is a motile, at times nonsensical phenomenon that I name white sovereign entrepreneurial terror, a genre that draws its logic from the history of the consolidation of whiteness vis-à-vis Blackness and settler colonialism. White sovereign entrepreneurial terror is an affective structure energized by a logic of white repair and white revenge that is too easily dismissed as external to politics by those still invested in the idea of a rational public/political sphere because of that structure's uncivil aesthetic codes, which include fantastic narratives of white bodily sovereignty played out in outrageous, seemingly comedic, displays of salesmanship.
political aesthetic and narrative form born in the free-market logics of late nineteenth-century snake-oil salesmanship -in the particular formation of free-market bio-and necropolitics that emerged from racial slavery and settler colonialism -that adheres to and promises whiteness-as-property to those whom it will ultimately swindle. As I hope to show here, across multiple scales of analysis, white sovereign entrepreneurial terror weds the logic of capital to the privileged property of whiteness, making entrepreneurialism and whiteness coeval terms predicated upon a biopolitical logic that metes out death and propertylessness, hunger and debility as natural outcomes for those against whom whiteness is wielded. 2 To develop my argument, in this article I focus in on a small sample of late nineteenth-century advertisements, culled from the last two decades that I have spent studying the medium.
3 Speci cally, I look at two patent-remedy pamphlets, which were mailed out for free throughout the United States to promote a vast number of narcotic, herbal, and alcoholic nostrums for the seemingly endless number of America's ailments. Some questions I ask in this article are: What do these two pamphlets tell us about the affective history of biopolitics -understood as the coeval production of racialized sexuality and sexualized raciality -in the context of the United States? What should we call the motile and promiscuous aesthetic produced by this political history? What might it yield vis-à-vis contemporary theories of racial/racist biopolitics to give a name to the aesthetics -the genres -enacted by a political moment?
4 What methodologies are of use in just such an excavation? And, nally, how do we get from the particularism of claims about aesthetics to claims about the ambient affect of a political moment? 5 The two pamphlets I focus on, titled A Georgia Watermelon and A Georgia Possum, were produced in 1891 and 1895, respectively, for Swift's Speci c (formerly Swift's Syphilitic Speci c, hereafter SSS), a successful Atlanta patent remedy company still in business today. 6 Both pamphlets are small, cheaply printed booklets featuring original and predictably racist short stories by Joel Chandler Harris, one of the major southern regional writers of the era and then a well-known journalist for the Atlanta Constitution, the agship newspaper for post-Reconstruction New South politics. 7 To date, neither of the stories discussed here have received any scholarly attention. 8 SSS Tonic was a decidedly southern remedy, as the regionalist titles of its advertising pamphlets imply; then as today, however, it also had a national distribution. 9 With a home base in Georgia, during the postbellum period SSS was connected to the Atlanta Constitution as a major advertiser, placing almost one thousand advertisements in the paper between 1881 and 1919. 10 Speaking thus from the belly of southern white political power in the postbellum period, the SSS pamphlets touted the tonic as a Downloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/social-text/article-pdf/35/4/53/521343/0350053.pdf by PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY user on 22 February 2018 cure for every kind of ill, including scrofula, consumption, catarrh, rheumatism, cancer, and eczema. More covertly, SSS also marketed itself as a cure for syphilis, which it euphemistically referred to as a "blood disease" or a "contagious blood poison."
11 My goal in this article is not to write about the history of those diseases or to ask whether SSS cured them, although we can be fairly certain that it did not; nor do I mean to fully abstract the distress pictured and narrated in these advertisements by rendering it purely metaphoric. 12 Rather, I argue that the historically speci c but also historically recurrent affective, aesthetic, and political genre I have called white sovereign entrepreneurial terror can be discerned in the mirrored relations expressed by and between the phenomenologies of illness and entertainment in these pamphlets. As I hope to show, that genre is structured by the biopolitical cultures of health and illness that would calcify as social policy during the sedimentation of segregation and Jim Crow politics following the failure of Radical Reconstruction both in the South and across the nation.
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Title: Promiscuous Reading
When I propose, above, that white sovereign entrepreneurial terror is "affective, aesthetic and political," "phenomenological" and "historically recurrent," I am trying to make an incursion into questions of methodology and period in the overlapping but also divergent elds of American Studies, ethnic studies, and literary studies. Drawing on my background in historical research as well as close literary analysis but primarily guided by the political and interdisciplinary energies of queer of color critique, I am here experimenting with the use of both performance studies and literary methodologies in the same space and in pursuit of a holistic reading practice that might account for the strange and ephemeral nineteenthcentury documents that I consider here. The reading practice I want to develop -one that I want to playfully call "promiscuous" -borrows from literary and historical as well as performance studies methodologies to argue that while these elds and practices have often seemed to position themselves in opposition to each other -performance studies' interest in ephemerality and its allergy to textuality being the most obvious example of this -this opposition need not stand. Reading promiscuously, I want to reject the Oedipal dramas of performance versus text and, for that matter, even the parallel dramas of surface versus depth reading, formalist versus historicist analysis, presentist political urgency versus historical archival rigor, and instead performatively demonstrate that one might engage any and all of them in the pursuit of understanding -of more fully circling, analytically -the cultural documents I discuss here. levels that we fully access this unusual aesthetic of illness, debility, comedy, perversion, and broad comical racism, something similar to what has been termed, in historical scholarship on nineteenth-century US advertising, the carnivalesque. 15 While most scholarship on the carnivalesque takes up Mikhail Bakhtin's now canonical Soviet-era rereading of François Rabelais's bawdy early modern ctions in Rabelais and His World, in this article I am interested not as much in the temporary inversions of the peasantclass volk against their aristocratic overlords as I am in working with Achille Mbembe's rethinking of the carnivalesque in the context of the brutal neocolonial dictatorship of the Cameroon. 16 Relocating Mbembe's more pessimistic view of the carnivalesque as a form of political terror in the context of the United States' particular formulations of inequality positions these pamphlets in relation to a distant but also immediately recognizable political landscape, that of the emphatic reassertion of white supremacy via various forms of state and regional power at the end of the nineteenth century. However, by rif ng off of carnivalesque, a term central to literary and performance studies, to re ect on the recurrence of this aesthetic modality in both the nineteenth and twenty-rst centuries, I also build on Mbembe's work to make a claim for the centrality of interdisciplinary humanistic analysis to the affective and aesthetic apprehension of the current political sphere, one in which, as many critics and journalists have discussed, reality and entertainment have folded over into each other.
This sense of reality as entertainment comes into focus most clearly in terms of how black and white suffering is coded as "interesting and amusing" in the pamphlets. This does not mean that black suffering and white suffering are given the same valence, however. Rather, white supremacy nakedly sustains its own power via claims of vulnerability and precarity; further, white fragility is here performed via various invocations of slighted bodily and psychic sovereignty that in turn draws on both antiblack racism and the legacies of settler colonialism to assert itself. Most perniciously, the motile discourse of illness in these pamphlets allows the white consumer to produce the pleasurable ction of threat at any moment, facilitating the performance of a grotesque and melodramatic victimhood, which itself functions as the sign of access to forms of white racial privilege even as it is swiftly resolved in an intoxicated drama of sovereign health. These performances -these self-representations -are one ingredient of a strange political aesthetic, unfamiliar to conventional understandings and interpretations of biopolitics but familiar to contemporary citizens of the American political scene following the election of 2016, an election and presidency to which commentators and historians from all sides of the political spectrum have begun to attach phrases like "one part P. T. Barnum," "grafter," "con artist" and "cargo cult." 17 As these pamphlets show, in the years encompassing the passage of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments in 1865 and 1868, the Plessy v. Ferguson decision in 1896, which sanctioned the pernicious "separate but equal" logic of the Jim Crow era, and nally the passage of the Food and Drug Act in 1906, whiteness seems to be falling apart, to be seeking narcotic "remedies" wherever it might nd it. It nds partial relief in performing grotesqueness, which it paradoxically attaches to the physical precarity and political privileges of the white majority while simultaneously deploying it as a kind of uncivil illogic and gleeful everyday violence against precarious populations.
You Make Me Feel Right Quare: SSS and the New South
Advertising pamphlets were a popular and cheap print medium in the late nineteenth century. Unlike trade cards, however, which were handed out in grocery stores and given out by traveling salesmen, a consumer often had to write into a company to request a pamphlet via mail. Both of the SSS pamphlets discussed here, about twenty pages each, are thin documents printed on inexpensive, acidic paper with chromolithographic (i.e., multicolored) covers. The interior is printed entirely in black and white on paper that has by now turned completely yellow. Upon opening the rst page of both of these pamphlets, one sees that the left-hand page contains advertising text interspersed with numerous patient testimonials and small illustrations. The right-hand side contains an illustrated story written by Harris, featuring a character named Uncle Balaam, who would recur across many of Harris's books.
In the 1891 pamphlet, A Georgia Watermelon, Uncle Balaam fantasizes about eating watermelon until it makes him sick. "UNCLE BALAAM SAT CONTENTEDLY" trumpets the headline. He sits at a railway yard in the heat of the sun, watching "a ventilated car" full of watermelons, when an acquaintance who works at the yard comes along to say hello. Uncle Balaam sets about to charm his young friend into stealing a watermelon. Their location is not stated, but certain clues in the text suggest is somewhere in Georgia north of the Oconee River. The implied location sets up the conceit of technical progress: a few pages of the story are spent reporting Uncle Balaam's admiration of the possibility that one might now eat ripe watermelons out of season, as they are hauled up from farther south via the new train technology.
Beyond the advertised remedy, the pamphlet thus also seeks to promote southern goods like watermelon, which are then enriched in value via signs of the New South's industrial progress, namely, its connections to the rest of the country via railroad and its ability to ship ripening fruit, in modern ventilated cars, to regions where the fruit has yet to ripen. The scenario between the two men, Balaam the storyteller and the unnamed man (variously called "the other negro" or the "listening negro"), also stages the relationship between advertiser and consumer, as Balaam piques the railroad worker's interest and appetite: "Dem yander millions," said Uncle Balaam, gazing at the freight car with half-closed eyes, "is cert'ny got de ole time look 'bout um. I look at um des now, an' seem like I kin smell de Maypop blossom." "I wish you'd hush, Brer Balaam!" exclaimed the other negro, laughing. "Yasser! An it look like I kin see de millions shinin' in de grass in de cool er de mornin', an it look like dey aintt nobody watchin' 'cep'n a redheaded woodpecker in de top uv a dead pine." "Og, go'way, Brer Balaam. You er gittin me all stirred up."
"You er gittin me all stirred up"-the hinted invocation of desire in relation to food -raises the specter of overlap between gustatory and erotic pleasure. 18 But it is here framed, unusually, in the relations between two black men.
In the next few pages, Balaam continues to pique the railroad worker's appetite, drawing the responses, "I wish you'd hush!" and "I 'clar ter gracious, Brer Balaam, you make me feel right quare." Balaam tells the worker a story about going hunting for watermelons to seduce the worker into stealing a watermelon from the railroad car, an act duly pictured in the last illustration of the booklet. In Balaam's story he seeks out and eats the perfect watermelon:
The other negro stood listening to Uncle Balaam with open mouth.
"I'l sorter poke roun in de grass wid my cane tell I come 'cross a great big million wid streaks on 'im . . ." [said Balaam].
The listening negro moved a little nearer. "Dey'd see me run my han' down inter de meat like a scoop an fetch myself a swipe cross de face an den dey'd hear me smack my mouf like a wagon driver poppin' a whip . . . I'd make my way home an set in de sun an' nod. I'd nod if de bummel-eye bee didn't git me kase I'd have mo sweetness en me fum de juice er de watermillion dan one er deze yer sugar hogsheads."
Here the sweetness from the watermelon mingles with Balaam's body, even as his eating is marked with the sonic echo of agricultural labor under slavery: the pop of a whip. Soon after, his body seems to merge with the melon in a dissolution provoked by sleep, sun, and food.
Balaam experiences the wages of his sin as gas or "biliousness":
"An ef er get bilious I'd shuf e up ter town and git me ---"
Here Uncle Balaam made three crooked marks in the sand with his cane, thus:
"S.S.S." "I'd git me dat an I'd take me a dram or two ou'n de bottle. . . ." "Brer Balaam," said the other negro, "des wait right whar you is I'm gwine ter git a watermillion. I des bleezter have it." "Go long den, honey," said Uncle Balaam, "When yo talk dat away, I ain't got time ter be in a hurry."
The story offers a whiff of indecency and excess-getting them "all stirred up" and moving them toward each other -while casting SSS as a curative bit player in a decidedly intestinal drama, as a remedy for "biliousness" (then a catch-all term for gas, constipation, and stomach upset). This reference to digestive upset locates the promised "amusement" of the story in the narrative of bodily excess: a circuit connects hunger, indigestion, and the latently libidinous language, each triggering "quareness." Sexuality already subtends the relationship between the patent remedy company and its consumers -as already noted, the middle "S" in SSS in fact refers to the remedy's earlier and ongoing life as a putative cure for syphilis -and indeed plays a decisive role in the history of SSS itself. What is relevant for the moment is that the term quareness in the advertisement works exibly to encompass the range of ailments and physiological sensations that swirl around SSS. I will return to that term shortly.
In A Georgia Possum, a pamphlet published in Atlanta in 1895, desire, eating, and blackness are somewhat similarly, though not identically, linked to theft and criminality. Georgia Possum follows a similar narrative trajectory to Georgia Watermelon. Here, however, although the remedy is never mentioned in the text, it can be found, as a kind of signature, in almost every image: nailed to a tree or veranda, or hung on the wall as art, as were many chromolithographic prints and advertisements of the period. The Possum pamphlet again casts Uncle Balaam in the central role, this time in an explicitly Georgian setting, with the premise for the short story being a visit he makes to Miss Becky, the white daughter of his former owner, to tell her that he has been threatened with being put in jail by his friend Aaron. The cause of Aaron's complaint, and Uncle Balaam's worry, goes back to a dinner that Aaron hosted at his cabin.
The story begins by aiming its comic momentum at what might seem to be a new black middle class. Uncle Balaam asks Mandy, the black cook, who is college educated, where Miss Becky is; she replies saucily, "Re-ully and tru-ally, I could not tell you, Mr. Myrick." Balaam rebukes her: "You er more perliter now dan what you wuz day fo' yistiddy, when I axed you what Miss Beck wuz," to which Mandy replies with some fear that they will be overheard: "Sh-h-sh-h! . . . I declare, Mr. Myrick, if them white people was to happen to hear you talking I that er ree-diculous way, they would think you was telling the truth."
Proceeding inside the house, Balaam then tells Miss Becky the story of his recent quarrel with his former friend Aaron: "De way it come 'bout wuz mighty quare. Fer one spell, me an dat ar n --r wuz eatin' out er de same spoon, ez you may say. Hit wuz Brer Balaam dis an Brer Balaam dat twel you'd er got de idee dat we wuz twinlets" (elision and italics added). 19 Aaron invites Balaam over for a "surprise party" where he challenges him to a game of guessing what kind of "truck" is cooking in each of two skillets: if he guesses correctly, he can choose which dish he will eat. Waiting for the answer, Aaron falls asleep. Balaam recounts: "Bimeby I made some ermark about sump'n, an' I don't git no answer. . . . [Brother Aaron] sot wid his mouf wide open an' soun' asleep. I say, 'Uh-uh, brer A'on! You can't fool me! You playing possum.' " Balaam eats the pot of stewed possum while his friend sleeps and afterward places the leftover bones in his friend's lap. The story ends with Aaron waking up, realizing he has been tricked, and threatening Balaam with jail. Balaam concludes: "Wellum, I'll say dis -ef dey er gwine ter slap n --rs in jail fer eatin' possum an taters de time's done come fer ol' man Balaam ter leave fer Af ky."
Similar to the watermelon pamphlet, the possum pamphlet lays out the project of criminalizing black men that went hand in hand with the resedimentation of white supremacy in the postbellum period, following emancipation. In these pamphlets black consumption is either extralegal or theft-like; however, the threat to economic order and whiteness is contained by the depiction of black domestic space and black sociality as being economically and socially marginal, even deviant. 20 Harris, of course, was both a journalist and an author and, as critics have documented, desperately sought to have his stories given the status of ethnographic documentation throughout his life. The 1895 Georgia Possum pamphlet opens by describing his writing as "characteristic dialect stories which so truly portray character life in the Southland." Thus, these stories toggle the generic lines between comedy, ction, and a rather specious claim to ethnographic value, as indeed did most of Harris's work. 21 That the story is written by a major apologist for the New South and appears in a pamphlet paid for by an Atlanta company that consistently advertised in the newspaper he wrote for indicates that we might link these discourses to the larger political tensions set in motion by the failure of Reconstruction in 1877 and beyond. Atlanta Constitution editor Henry Grady's New South vision, which monopolized the newspaper's editorial policy and to which Harris was answerable, was envisioned as spreading the bene ts of a commercial society across the postbellum South, emphasizing industrial progress over agriculture. In Grady's vision this industrial society would become more ef cient and less in need of labor power. This would set into motion evolutionary forces that would make the South more urban and in general more like the North. Grady sought a political path in the South between the nostalgia and stasis of the Old South establishment and the populism of agrarian politician Tom Watson. The New South position sought what its proponents claimed to be a middle ground in racial politics, a white moderate's project of gradual racial uplift, thus escaping association with slavery, the Civil War loss, and the northern occupation of the South while also disassociating itself from the more radically egalitarian goals of the Reconstruction government. Advocates of New South ideology thus presented themselves as conversational partners with whom northern and southern industrial interests might align.
Quare Method, Minoritarian Critique, the Nineteenth-Century Archive
The close ties between Harris, the Atlanta Constitution, and SSS bring up the question: How might the circulation of these Harris stories, juxtaposed against the testimonials of white illness that I discuss shortly (which face the Balaam stories on opposing pages), within the Jim Crow South itself shift the story of biopolitics, speci cally the intertwined histories of race and sexuality, in US history writ large? It is here I wish to return to the term quare. The use of that term in these southern advertisements might, as I have already mentioned, bring to mind E. Patrick Johnson's now-canonical invocation of the Irish and southern black vernacular origins of the term in his foundational "summon[ing of] quare studies as an interventionist disciplinary project," whose aim is "theorizing the practice of everyday life." 22 I am moved here not only by Johnson's grounding of "quareness" in the history of black southern life and by his injunction to race queer theory but also by his call to attend to performance in the everyday, as a practice of both "quaring" queer theory and "quaring" disciplinarity itself. Such a methodology, I argue, necessarily shifts us away from a focus on representation, linked as it is to visuality and textuality, and toward what he terms materiality, understood here as the tense and ongoing work of living within the thickened experiences and sensory orders of daily life. Put into conversation with Johnson's work, these pamphlets, equally southern in origin as the term quare, call to us to consider the historical work of quare itself as it was deployed within the textures of the everyday in the post-Reconstruction South, underlining, as Johnson argues, the regional complexity of the history of race and sexuality as it subtends the work of narrating both wellness and illness in the United States but also indexing the many levels and scales at which these pamphlets point us to the affective structures underlying the sensory reorganization of everyday life in this period, in this region.
My point here is not that these subjects or narratives are queer or quare in the modern sense that Johnson means: the Harris stories do not valorize black working-class or gay life -far from it. Nor can the repre- sentational work of these stories tell us much, if anything at all, about the creativity and political agency of African American citizens and subjects in this period. 23 In this sense my work in this article might be seen as functioning counter to Johnson's call to center black experience and political activism in the work of building quare studies by focusing not on black cultural production but, rather, on the history of racist practice itself. This is a sound and fair critique and represents a real challenge to the work of critical race theory and minoritarian political thinking as it seeks to carve out a space in the print archive of the nineteenth-century United States, which has historically functioned largely as a repository of the literate, the privileged, and the empowered. What, we must ask, is the political valence of minoritarian critique, or critical ethnic studies, as it engages the past, and in particular as it engages the silences, violences, and obfuscations -the shadows -of the US archive, particularly when that archive is dominated by its racist remains? 24 This is not a question I can entirely answer here even as I intuitively continue to believe in the value of historical work and (critical) archival exploration vis-à-vis minoritarian political critique and even as I concede the limits of the claims I can make here, based in this microhistorical gathering of two white supremacist documents. 25 What I do know is that in seeking to think about the origins of a term like quare in this pamphlet, I join with many other nineteenth-century scholars to make an intervention into the the tendency toward contemporary research, in critical ethnic studies, performance studies, and American studies writ large, even as one might argue that I am engaging in a form of presentist critique myself by drawing links between two historical moments. And yet the deep parallels between these two moments -the failure of Reconstruction and the rise of reactionary white nationalism in 2016, each moment bookending the promise and collapse of New Deal law and economics -insists on just such an approach. I would like to think deeply with the postReconstruction period to understand some of the broader historical shifts that made possible the emergence of a term like quare, linked as it is to being off, strange, deviant, twisted, a little different, and then later, as it was taken up in queer and black studies, to being not straight, as in not heterosexual. 26 Quare indeed is the history that produced blackness and indigeneity as the always already sexually nonnormative, un-or misgendered categories that African American feminists and others have so clearly documented quareness as being.
27 But what the turn to history I am trying out here demands of a critic is an interest in the past grounded in a belief in recurrence as a historical phenomenon, in the palimpsestic formations of race, gender, sexuality, ability, and class as they unwind, twist, turn, shift, and then seem to disappear but lie buried in the hidden logics of the present. And it fundamentally demands that scholars migrate our interdisciplinarity across archives, periods, and elds.
Is it not true that, in critically uncovering the conditions of the past, we nd something new to use in the critique of the present? The only answer to that must be: sometimes. I am offering here not only an imperative to continue to engage history to undo the logics that underlie the present, what I suppose some might paranoically call a paranoid reading or histrionically term a historicist reading, but also a call to listen to the undisciplined objects of the past, like these pamphlets, whose very strangeness demands that we produce counterdisciplinary reading methodologies.
28 Continuing to follow Johnson, then, I am engaging the term quare here not simply in terms of its call to attend to the mutual imbrication of the history (and present) of sexuality with the history (and present) of race but also as a methodological injunction to think beyond the disciplinary limits of any singular eld or model of criticism. In short, I am borrowing from the methodologies of queer-of-color critique to investigate the recurring historical and, indeed, theatrical production of a whiteness that, I argue, returns again and again to do violence to nonwhite peoples. I do so by attending to how the form and content of these pamphlets seek to interpellate, or might provide evidence for, the historical presence of dominant structures of feeling as well as the political consequences and aesthetic forms that those structures engendered for which scholars, bound to disciplinary imperatives, might not yet have produced a full historical account.
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White Sovereignty, Scriptive Things, the Fold Getting to this account demands an interdisciplinary approach developed in deep conversation with critiques and methodologies that emerge from minoritized life and political analysis. Beyond engaging textual analysis, then, I want to think about reading itself as a set of actions scripted by the pamphlet form, that is to say, at the level where a reading of the text of the pamphlet is complicated by the pamphlet's material form. Returning to my primary texts, recall that both Harris stories are laid out on the right side of the pamphlet. On the left, and at the end of the pamphlet, the reader faces something quite different: advertising editorials for SSS Tonic interspersed with testimonials and small line drawings depicting the (seemingly myriad) illnesses, bodily crises, and physical debilities of whites. The left side of the pamphlet tells a story about America in 1891 that seems casually disconnected from the Harris stories, which are meant to "interest, amuse, and delight." Instead, in the advertisements are dozens of patient testimonials detailing illness and cure, like these from Georgia Watermelon: [10]). Ultimately the narrative resolution is swift (e.g., "My father has been cured of the cancer on his face by use of nine bottles of Swift's Speci c." [Watermelon, 15] ). These narratives return us to a cultural moment in which illness and disability were not just a part of everyday life but were an occasion for narcotic and alcoholic indulgence -if not with SSS then with another patent remedy. And even more, they were a form of entertainment that largely hinged on the spectacularization of illness.
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SSS's central therapeutic claim was that the tonic was as a cure for "blood poisoning," which doubled both as a disease in and of itself and as a cause of other diseases. In fact, as already brie y mentioned, Swift's Speci c Tonic was originally Swift's Syphilitic Speci c. 31 By 1891, the company had shied away from publicizing the name of the disease that it claimed to cure, but even as "Syphilitic" was dropped from the name of the medicine, its initials remained the same, the evacuated S. pointing to the pamphlet's repressed content, a trace of its venereal history. Thus, from Georgia Watermelon we get: "Swift's Speci c was discovered by the Indians of America, who found numbers of their race af icted with blood poison, which it is thought was brought among them by Columbus' men in 1492, and in the year 1824 the formula for this great remedy was obtained by white people in Georgia, since which time its record has been wonderful." Race, then, is marked in this pamphlet from the rst page of text forward; the "blood" here refers, at least in part, to the venereal diseases passed on from Europeans to Native Americans in the violent sexual conquest that formed a central tactic of settler colonialism.
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Whites were indisputably the primary customer base, as suggested both by the distribution of SSS's advertising and by the multiple drawings of white consumers, as well as by the history of patent remedy marketing itself.
33 Indeed, as Michael Cohen and other historians of drugs and pharmaceuticals have shown, not only were patent remedies largely marketed to whites, but they were also a central reason for the rampant rates of addiction among whites, particularly white women, at the turn of the twentieth century and particularly in the South. 34 The economy of racial metaphor through which health is con gured in these pamphlets is structured by the tension between the descriptions of disease and testimonials of recovery attributed to SSS and, on the opposing pages, the apparent comedy of the Uncle Balaam stories, which is grounded in a performance of "authentic dialect" that not only testi es to the inferiority of black life but also actually sets the choppy concision of the white narratives off in precise relief. This contrast at rst leads to a surprising turn in the white biopolitical imaginary: the crisis state of whiteness in these pamphlets, which manifests a preoccupation with disability, invalidism, and degeneration among an intoxicated postbellum white middle class, contrasts with the similarly disabled and yet hungry and desirous black subject. 35 White consumers, covered in sores, meanwhile, suffer on without appetite, their skin open and broken, with bones falling out of their noses.
Despite this dreadful state of white health, however, the pamphlets script whiteness as recuperable, even transformable: white bodies, here so near to crisis and collapse, may be pulled back from the edge of death in a fantasy of medical sovereignty over the body. In a striking contrast, Balaam is never seen without his cane, never stops his everyday hustle for food. Disability, debility, precarity, hunger: these pamphlets barely conceal -indeed, overtly represent -that Balaam's and Aaron's signication of an affective excess of comic pleasure is a poorly laid veneer over what Lauren Berlant has described as the logics of slow death: "The physical wearing out of a population in a way that points to its deteriora-tion as a de ning condition of its experience." 36 And indeed, the recuperability of white health in the face of black hunger de nitively gestures to the entrepreneurial logic of laissez-faire that Michel Foucault lays out as the link between the shift in economic theory toward liberalism in the eighteenth century and the congruent birth of biopolitical state logics, in which some populations are designated as be tting of forms of death such as starvation so that the state might excuse itself from assuming responsibility for hunger. Hunger in the logic of liberal capital becomes a matter of individual failure to manage capitalism, not widespread scarcity at the population level.
37 Survival itself is an entrepreneurial enterprise. How were these images linked to larger shifts in the political and juridical structures of the nation in that period? Amid the rise and failure of Reconstruction were various important legal cases that ultimately limited the vaguely worded promises of the Fourteenth Amendment, originally meant to protect formerly enslaved peoples. In particular the SlaughterHouse case of 1873 (also known as The Butchers' Benevolent Association of New Orleans v. The Crescent City Live-Stock Landing and Slaughter-House Company) foreclosed any use of the "privileges and immunities" clause at the federal level, while Santa Clara v. Southern Paci c (118 U.S. 394) of 1886 expanded the concept of personhood to encompass corporations, affording corporate bodies equal protection under the law. Both helped shift the balance of certain powers away from the federal government allowing white regional elites to calcify local racist cultures and practices as law. Moreover, the publication dates of these two pamphlets surround the emblematic story of Homer Plessy -from 1891, when he was arrested boarding a "whites only" car in Louisiana, to 1896, when the majority decision against him, in Plessy v. Ferguson, was returned. As Cheryl Harris demonstrates in her foundational work on the decision, the Plessy decision both explained and af rmed the property status of whiteness as a "lawful entitlement to a reputation of whiteness," by allowing that whites might sue for damages if barred from the whites-only car but arguing that blacks suffered no loss through the same exclusions: "If he be a white man and assigned to a colored coach, he may have his action for damages against the company for being deprived of his so-called property. Upon the other hand, if he be a colored man and be so assigned, he has been deprived of no property, since he is not lawfully entitled to the reputation of being a white man."
38 When read in this context, the SSS pamphlets take on added depth as dramas of contestation: the contest in the pamphlet is over whiteness itself, at the level of the individual and then over whiteness as an elite form of personhood. The pamphlets consolidate a particularly liberal vision of personhood: as the right to property, including forms of selfhood as a kind of property -a formulation that Roberto Esposito sees as the foundation upon which modern biopolitics justi es the exclusion of some from citizenship, what Esposito calls the "immunitarian" response, which is not delinked from what Foucault called racism -"revolution inverted" -and what Mbembe has now famously called necropolitics.
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The pamphlets, in short, stage the drama of Balaam's precarious and increasingly criminalized relationship to food -to basic life chances, in other words -in the face of a multitude of white voices that seem to proclaim their lack of power over their own bodies and then miraculously turn away death and claim life. This drama is in turn located within a large-scale reorganization of the post-Reconstruction juridical eld in which personhood was reconceived so as to strengthen whiteness while weakening freedpeople's rights and empowering corporations to act with impunity. Balaam's precarious relationship to citizenship is further underlined when he ends Georgia Possum by claiming that "ef dey er gwine ter slap n --rs in jail fer eatin' possum an taters de time's done come fer ol' man Balaam ter leave fer Af ky." Linking the failed (or at least incomplete) African colonization projects both to the growing project of criminalizing blackness itself and to the right to food itself, Balaam's speech diagnoses recolonization as one further iteration of biopolitical racism and explicitly links white violence to the work of building empire. In both cases, white elites claim rights for themselves -speci cally, the rights to nurture and care for one's body, to "equal" status under the law, to citizenship -and then, in turn, claim the right to reject from the polis those who are not wanted once their labor value is depleted, most obviously here, via increased physical disability and social marginalization.
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The logic of separate but equal that was concretized in the Plessy v. Ferguson decision plays itself out in the formal qualities of the pamphlet: the advertising on the left side and the story on the right seem on rst glance to be antithetical, but their juxtaposition symbolically charges the differences between them. The narrative forms themselves are not inconsequential. The white testimonials are brief and melodramatic and come to a swift, decisive narrative resolution: customers assert medical sovereignty over their bodies with the simplicity of a swig or two -or twenty. Practically presaging the 140-character tweet, customer testimonials name an issue, make it spectacular, and sum it up in triumphal healing. The Harris stories are more extended and end by invoking criminality or uncertainty: will the watermelon thief be caught? Will Balaam be charged? Against the lone, disabled, and comic protagonist of the Balaam stories, the testimonial and advertising pages accumulate many small stories, evoking a multitude and a citizenry, loudly proclaiming both their physical tragedies and their entitlement to health; the black citizen is singular, isolated.
And yet even while divided by a fold in the paper, those opposing pages necessarily touch: in handling the booklet, the reader takes part in-enacts, perhaps-an intimate, interracial encounter. The reader initially ips open the pages of the booklet to stage a seemingly irrevocable difference: between black and white subjects (and, indeed, between and betwixt male and female strangers who would perhaps not otherwise touch) who are posed on opposing pages. Each time readers nishes a page, they turn to the next, pressing those pages together, forcing them into ever more intimate contact with each other even as a formal separationa staple, a fold, and a bend -keeps them in separate compartments. That is, these pamphlets render as inevitable both segregation and forced intimacy between white bodies and black subjects. Indeed, read strictly (that is, understanding the performance of reading itself in its strictest terms, reading from left to right, and turning the right page toward the left to read the following page), the Harris story actually folds over onto the white narratives, pressing blackness down upon the abject whiteness depicted there, further enacting the drama of white physical frailty and sexual vulnerability. These pamphlets thus work as what Robin Bernstein has called "a scriptive thing": an object that choreographs social and political relations by having the user of the object physically reenact (and thus give consent to) those relations. neither wholly voluntary expressions of human intention nor rigidly imposed movements that bear no relationship to interiority, but instead as movement-thoughts or kinesthetic imagination; as manifestations of thought that cannot adequately manifest in words." 42 Crucial to my point here is the importance of material objects as archival remnants that retain the seemingly ephemeral traces of bodily practices, the hidden transcripts of everyday life. This sense of the kinetic or the sensory as a register that does not or can not adequately manifest in words -this engagement with performance and with the remains of kinesthetic cues and ritualssimilarly echoes Berlant's understanding of aesthetics as "a relay through which the historical can be said to be sensed before it is redacted"; the formal aesthetics of the pamphlets, that is, suggests political dimensions at the level of what can or might be felt before it can be articulated or as it is in the process of articulation.
43 Following Bernstein's reading beyond the kinetic, however, I also argue that these pamphlets also manifest Gilles Deleuze's understanding of Foucauldian biopolitics as a kind of material folding of the social into the body. 44 Between reading the pamphlet and imbibing SSS Tonic, that is, the reading subject is tantalizingly invited to rehearse and perform the racial erotics and logics of segregation itself, folding black page against white page and then spreading them apart again. 45 However, subjects are also invited to fold the social into themselves, internalizing material relations by physically rehearsing them as form but then also ideally consuming the remedy itself. The iterative work of quotidian doing both marks and facilitates the iterative work of ideological becoming.
In the SSS pamphlets, then, the formal aesthetic qualities of the pamphlet genre seek to align with and invoke the structure and affective experience of everyday political life that surrounded it. Genre here resonates on many levels: as aesthetic form, in the formalist sense of a discernible set of qualities that persists over time, and within a text as a structure of feeling that overlaps with, is produced by, and facilitates the reception of aesthetic form. Genres, however, are not necessarily singular or discrete, nor are they necessarily fully formed. And indeed, these pamphlets, ephemeral remnants of a minor and largely forgotten genre, bring together multiple print genres within their pages: narrative prose, testimonials, letters, literature, visual art, science, anthropology -particularly given Harris's well-documented desire to have his work considered ethnographic -and commercial advertising. Each of these brings to bear its own affective and political registers, and these registers, in turn, collude to assign feeling -psychological and physical -to different racial groups, aestheticizing the political and vice versa. Racial affect is here played out, choreographed even, via generic convention, making some lives comic and others tragic and thus some pain legible and some not. More crucially, racial affect is materially invoked and practiced at the level of both text and form, in terms of both language and performance.
Entrepreneurial Terror
In understanding the question of genre as it speci cally applies to these pamphlets, however, I take a suggestion from another critical front: Mbembe's rethinking of Bakhtin in the context of the violence of the postcolonies, in which grotesque aesthetics become instrumental to the spectacular logic of terror. 46 Rather than focusing on the high drama of political bellicosity and, indeed, reversing Bakhtin's narrative of temporary class inversion under the guise of carnival, Mbembe emphasizes the domestic logic of conviviality, the dynamics of quotidian familiarity. This conviviality, a kind of intimate terrorism, positions both the dominant and the dominated within unequal and entwined everyday relations, relations that can take the form, as Mbembe argues in the context of the Cameroon, of the vulgar self-representations of the empowered -a kind of grotesque and violent bawdiness organized around absurd genitality, anality, and indigestive humor and deployed against those who are weaker and more vulnerable as a kind of looming comic violence that carries with it, clearly, the threat of sexual violence.
Unlike a reading of nineteenth-century advertising copy as an expression of a utopian dream world, this more bleak view of the carnivalesque positions these pamphlets in relation to a violent political landscape, where white supremacy both unfolds itself and nds its justi cation in the unequal distribution of debility, wellness, and precarity. Illness is here revealed via various invocations of slighted sovereignty and ineffective will: the broken skin, the pustules, the bones emerging from the nose, the lack of appetite. Bought with the spoils of settler colonialism and rooted in the secrets of an apparently vanished people, who themselves putatively warded off the venereal contagion brought by an invading force (but in fact suffered mightily and died because of it), the pamphlets suggest that white subjects can use SSS Tonic to fend off any seeming failure to exercise sovereignty over their own bodies. Most perniciously, SSS allows the white consumer to produce the pleasurable ction of threat at any moment, facilitating the performance of a grotesque and melodramatic victimhood, which itself functions as the sign of access to forms of white racial privilege; certainly the obsession with restoring intact and smooth skin in the testimonials might demonstrate that a deep epidermal logic is at stake here. Returning here to the concept with which I opened the paper, white sovereign entrepreneurial terror is the entrepreneurial logic of sovereign health and sovereign will, promised to whiteness as a fantasy, painfully and clearly organized around a magical relation to capitalism while also signaling its power and privilege through a terrorizing intimacy predicated on disinhibited, even intoxicated, self-display. White sovereign entrepreneurial terror takes pleasure in its own display of abnormality but af rms its access to the normal both in the sovereign temporality of its access to a swift cure and by constructing subjects trapped in narratives of illness and debility -temporalities of slow death -that will never be cured. And, in fact, white sovereign entrepreneurial terror turns both modalities of illness and debility into pro t.
Indeed, it was this strange ability to publicly rehearse injury, deformation, and cure, to openly celebrate the abjection of one's own body that rst drew me to puzzle over these pamphlets. The pamphlets' almost nonsensical multiple generic performances produce a political aesthetic in which the grotesque, usually aligned with comedy -our Mrs. Nose-bones again -is attached to the physical precarity and political privileges of the white majority. In the years between the passage of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments in 1865 and 1868, respectively, and the Plessy v. Ferguson decision in 1896, whiteness seems to be falling apart, to be seeking its remedies wherever it might nd them. As Henry V. Smith, of Belmont, West Virginia, attests in Georgia Watermelon: "After taking seven bottles I was cured and sound and well. The old skin peeled off and was replaced by a new skin, as smooth and free from blemish as any per-son's. I have had no return or symptom of the disease" (12). Such is the intoxicating comfort of bodily sovereignty as it is promised to the entitled.
Toxicity/Intoxication; or, Sit Down White Supremacy, You're Drunk
Such also, however, is the right to be boldly, freely exposed in the celebration of one's imperfections, one's vulgarities, one's pustules, broken skin, and nose bones. It is the freedom to drink seven bottles of alcohol, publicly perform the peeling off of one's entire skin, and then emerge a new man. I am not referring solely here to a gurative and aesthetic mode of metaphoric intoxication, although perhaps it is that as well; rather, attending to the materiality of the SSS Tonic itself, how does this relate to the fact that SSS Tonic contained more than a small dose of alcohol? As many historians have demonstrated, SSS Tonic was just one of a panoply of patent remedies circulating in this period. As powders or pills, but most often as tonics and liquids, patent remedies were widely used as medicine, even as they were also accepted as a category of consumables that increasingly offered ways to consume alcohol and narcotics when local and state authorities attempted to control those substances. They often contained substances like cocaine, morphine, and opium and inevitably contained some amount of alcohol when they were sold in liquid form. An object of increased state interest during this period when, as I show in the larger project from which this article is taken, the state was involved in a massive reorganization of the categories of food, medicine, narcotics, and poison, patent remedies were both folk medicine to those who could not access medical care and narcotic relief to anyone who bought them.
Taking the chemical materiality of this tonic seriously, then, on a broader level these pamphlets invite us to think about the promise of disinhibited intoxication as a sensory modality offered by the product in relation to the racial drama that unfolds across its pages. Additionally, we might also consider the subtended conversation about syphilis that frames the circulation of the product itself; each of these gives the pamphlets a charge, a frisson, of unsanctioned and uncivil behavior. The materiality of SSS might be read not as simply subtextual but as explicitly linked to the racial fantasies and formations contained within the advertisements: it outlines a set of still-sanctioned intoxicated white behaviors, genres, feelings, and forms exactly in a period when other forms of intoxication were being outlawed, criminalized, and attached, as historians of the war on drugs have shown, to African American, Mexican, and immigrant subjects.
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I'm thinking here with Mel Chen's recent work on toxicity, and most particularly I am borrowing from their brilliant gloss on the relationship between toxicity and intoxication both in Animacies and in a recent article in Medical Humanities. 48 Chen's work on toxicity challenges us to follow the history of racialized disability, such as that of Down syndrome, formerly known as mongoloidism, intermingled with racialized intoxication discourse, such as that of the metabolically challenged, alcoholically predisposed native person, to undo the ableist assumption of nontoxicity -of sobriety as a kind of model nonimpairment -as a privileged intellectual and affective state and, further, to open up a history of the production of toxicity itself as a cultural category deployed against the life chances of minoritized peoples.
I do want to be careful, in speaking of the unloveliness of these pamphlets, to not be complicit in discourses of ableism. In pointing to the terrorizing bawdiness of illness and disability in these pamphlets, my goal is not to contribute to the normalization, much less the moral economy, of health as it is and has been deployed against disabled peoples. But I am trying to get at the wild permissiveness of these pamphlets to signal that their location in the pre-Progressive era political economy of narcotic regulation underlines the relation between white disinhibition and black terror that would, in those and the following years, exercise itself in lynchings and other forms of state and nonstate racist violence. The subsumption of white intoxication behind the category of the medicinal, that is, ultimately obscured and normalized the widespread practices of intoxication and addiction among white Americans. What seems to simply be an aesthetic-affective genre, then, unravels to reveal the shifting racial logics attached to particular classes of active, intoxicant materials, including medicine and narcotics. I am not simply talking about the biopolitical: I want to scale down to the level of the microbiopolitical and then scale back up to the macropolitical again, to think about the foundational discursive separation of criminalized narcotics from pharmaceutical products as a through-line in the scalar reorganization of materials and affects in the post-Reconstruction, pre-Progressive era.
One avenue of questioning that could be pursued here is about the parallels between the extensive culture of white pain documented in these pamphlets, the anesthetic quality of alcohol, and the contemporary epidemic of opioid use and death among working-class whites in the United States, particularly when we place that crisis in contrast with the crisis in African American neighborhoods that received comparatively little public sympathy or state intervention during the 1980s crack crisis. 49 One parallel would be this: while patent remedies are not quite representative of mainstream medicine in this time, there really was no such thing as a medical establishment yet, and many doctors did prescribe patent remedies to their patients, knowing full well that they were intoxicating. What this pamphlet does attest to, then, is how white intoxication is permitted and widespread, if not exactly salubrious, but also how closely white intoxication cultures live alongside the production of black criminality, most particularly in relation to narcotics that are seen as unethical and illegal. And then in turn we might ask: Has white intoxication and even addiction historically functioned alongside white supremacist violence? And if so, why? What terms do we lack here that might account for such coevality? In this period of the increased legalization of marijuana, often via prescription, never mind the dominance of the psychopharmaceutical industries, how might we also take account of the presence of virility tonics and other magical-thinking remedies on such sites as right-wing gure Alex Jones's Infowars.com? 50 Under which category of political analysis, via which critical methodologies, should critics examine and account for the chemical and material sensory reordering of the everyday as it emerges in tandem with the ourishing of white racial violence?
Conclusion
The S.S.S. ads, with their peculiarly grotesque and physically overt engagement of the culture's fear of death, aging, and illness, invite the viewer into a cultural and political nightmare: those moments where the white body is in extremis, when it feels itself to be in extreme peril. They advertise therapeutics based on testimonial and storytelling genres that seek to elicit pleasure in the disgusting, the ill, and the debilitated, as well as in the suffering of African American men. But more than that, in this formal staging of the logic and conditions of black debility and white health, of black criminality and white fragility, we also begin to recognize what I refer to as the genre of white sovereign entrepreneurial terror, a freemarket production of white disinhibition that is experienced as white freedom but is deployed as a kind of terrorizing vulgarity against nonwhite and especially black citizenship. 51 This, I am arguing, is a genre forged and perfected in the marketplace and political arena of the years following the collapse of Radical Reconstruction, in which white supremacy began to emerge in new forms and expressions themselves. Returning again to the category with which I opened this article, white sovereign entrepreneurial terror is a mishmash of fact, entertainment, lies, incivility, vulgarity, and (imputed) sexual misbehavior that is almost impossible to categorize in its generic confusion and illegibility but that is marked by its gleeful celebration of the imperfection of the white body. It is characterized by the white subject's freedom to wield that imperfection against others in the name of an unseriousness that is all the more serious because it is actually the sign of a racial terror that history shows will inevitably cost black (and native, and brown, and queer, and trans, and disabled) lives. White sovereign entrepreneurial terror is not answerable to facticity; it is dislodged and freed from it. It is emphatic, indignant, and narratively brief but also seemingly uncivil and disorganized. It is the fantasy of the total ownership of whiteness as both abject imperfection and total perfectability. It is the fantasy of the complete union of will and act, tied to the narrative logic of market capital and its huckster cures, snake-oil miracles, and fantasy turnarounds. And nally, it is an aesthetic and affective genre that experiences itself as counternormative but ultimately displays a violence that guards the lines of power quite closely.
Highly aestheticized and promiscuously evocative, these two SSS pamphlets only begin to tell a story about the performative reshaping of whiteness and white supremacy at the southern edges of a still-forming federalist state in the post-Reconstructionist decades leading up to the rst major Progressive-era reforms. Only ten years later patent remedies and their af liated print genres provoked an enormous and well-coordinated campaign at the federal level; one might follow the patent remedy trail to larger political and aesthetic questions surfacing at administrative levels of federal policy making in this period. As I discuss in the larger book project from which this article is drawn, in the next decade the Food and Drug Act of 1906 would crack down on patent remedy advertising and labeling nationally, gradually shifting power over medical advertising into the hands of the American Medical Association (AMA) and the Federal Trade Commission in the name of a federal civil realism that sought to manage the enormous (and, importantly, regionally based) culture of white intoxication and addiction perpetrated by the patent remedy industry, while also instantiating a new microbiopolitical order that, building on new post-Pasteurian scienti c models, sought to manage and direct material life down to its molecular components. This reorganization ultimately gave the AMA and its brother organization, the American Pharmacological Association, the power to designate entire classes of medicines as ethical or unethical while also seizing the right to prescribe entire classes of stimulants (and analgesics) for the new professional medical class.
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The Food and Drug Act of 1906 also gave the federal government the right to seize and destroy all medicines that made false claims on their packaging or included now-controlled substances, as they crossed state lines. Only a decade or so after these pamphlets, then, the AMA and the federal government began to seize the power to displace this narcotic "self-prescribing" culture, centralizing the administrative power to regulate that culture and working to replace it with a new, highly taxonomized, antinarcotic order that was aligned with an increasingly federalist (that is, seemingly nonregional) civil administrative machine. The Food and Drug Act of 1906, that is, followed just twelve years later by the Mann Narcotics Act, aggressively criminalized not simply narcotic materials, but also, congruently, the affective states and the aesthetic forms, such as false advertising, af liated with them.
Biopolitics in the US context is a motile and promiscuous structure that can come into new clarity via historical analysis that is attentive to the speci cities of local cultures as they con ict and align with national structures, juridical and otherwise. At a very obvious level, these pamphlets attest that the historical outlines of US biopolitics must take into account not only the history of racial slavery and settler colonialism but also the complex and shifting federalist formations that grew out of slavery's white supremacist aftermaths. This should include thinking of the South as a central actor and not simply an embarrassing afterthought in those formations, another place where I take inspiration from Johnson's invocation of the "quare." I have sought, in this article, to investigate one instance of the enormous aesthetic culture that grew out of those aftermaths, partly to make a continued claim for the centrality of aesthetic analysis to political analysis, partly to experiment with a mode of counterdisciplinary reading I have been calling promiscuous, and partly to deepen my analysis of a neglected and minor chapter of US aesthetic production. I have been particularly concerned to account for the aesthetic genre that I have called white sovereign entrepreneurial terror, a genre that, if it is not clear by now, I believe makes partial sense of, or at least gives name to, the experience and aftermath of perhaps the single most violent and traumatizing election in US history since 1877: the election of white sovereign entrepreneurial terrorist Donald Trump in 2017.
Picking up on and developing Lauren Berlant's idea that, in the aftermath of the election of 2017, whatever remains of the Left nds itself "genre-ailing" as it seeks to articulate an adequate response, my own response has been to ride the ail, to think about how dislodging reading and critique from disciplinary imperatives brings aesthetic and affective categories like white sovereign entrepreneurial terror into view, not as an entirely new object of critique but as the same old, same old, risen from the past to ride again. My riff off of the work of E. Patrick Johnson in his foundational work on "quare" has been meant to signal how critical interdisciplinarity developed from within minoritarian thinking offers methodologies for reading objects, past and present, that in fact get at textures of everyday life occluded by other, more textual approaches. These readings, which I have called promiscuous, because they attempt to read at multiple levels, at the surface, beneath the surface, as texts, and nally as historical objects that can also be fruitfully historicized in relation to their actual materiality as well as their af liated materialities, are speci cally directed at excavating undisciplined aesthetic and affective phenomena working at a political register exterior to the traditional "reasonable" realm of public-sphere politics.
My interest in the parallels between post-Reconstruction and Trumpian America is provoked by the sense that these two moments, which lie on either side of the growth, glory years, and decline of Rooseveltian New Deal policy, bear more in common than critics and others have even begun to discuss and that it is worth turning to another total owering of this affect to better understand it. My gesture toward the Food and Drug Act of 1906, which was passed only ten years after the second pamphlet discussed here was published, indicates an interest in thinking about the growth of federal-level Rooseveltian progressivism, in the larger project from which this article is drawn. In the larger project I would like to try to answer other questions, namely, did progressivism have an aesthetic and affective form? What did the failure of that project and the subsequent return of the uncivil politics of the last election tell us about the failures of progressivism to speak to or on an uncivil and undisciplined register? And nally, what remedies remain?
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1. The term "white fragility" is most currently attributed to Robin DiAngelo, "White Fragility." 2. The link between property and whiteness has been most saliently explored by Cheryl Harris in "Whiteness as Property" and George Lipsitz in The Possessive Investment. Where this article differs from and also builds on their work is perhaps a matter of scale and a matter of thinking about whiteness in a state of crisis at two different periods in time: the current one, during the rst year of the Trump Presidency, and during the period following the end of Reconstruction and the rise of Jim Crow. In this sense, this article considers the affective form of whiteness when its value as property is seemingly under threat.
3. Beginning in 2001, I have studied the printing history and representational politics of chromolithographic advertising, in particular the trade card. Across that time I have examined perhaps thousands of chromolithographic cards and pamphlets, visited multiple advertising archives, and also read through over fty years of documentation on the SSS Company in the historical archives of the American Medical Association. Finally, I examined hundreds of SSS advertisements in South-ern newspapers leading up to 1906. See, for example, Tompkins, Racial Indigestion, chap. 5. 4. See Berlant, "Big Man," for further discussion of historical genres of the present.
5. In drawing lines between affect, aesthetics, and the political, I am as ever completely indebted to Lauren Berlant's work in The Female Complaint and beyond in understanding genre as "an aesthetic structure of affective expectation, an institution or formation that absorbs all kinds of small variations or modi cations while promising that the persons transacting with it will experience the pleasure of encountering what they expected, with details varying the theme. It mediates what is singular, in the details, and general about the subject.' It is a form of aesthetic expectation with porous boundaries allowing complex audience identi cations: it locates real life in the affective capacity to bracket many kinds of structural and historical antagonism on behalf of nding a way to connect with the feeling of belonging to a larger world, however aesthetically mediated" (4).
6. Swift's Speci c, A Georgia Possum, with a story by Joel Chandler Harris,1895, item AO430, Emergence of Advertising in America collection, Advertising Archives, Duke University, Durham, NC, repository.duke.edu/dc/eaa/A0430; Swift's Speci c, A Georgia Watermelon, 1891, author's personal collection. Georgia Watermelon can be found online in the Afro-Americana Imprints database of the Library Company of Philadelphia (www.readex.com/content/afro-americana-imprints-1535 Philadelphia (www.readex.com/content/afro-americana-imprints- -1922 ; I originally studied the pamphlet in the advertising archives of the Harvard Business School Library and later found another original on Ebay.
7. To be precise, only Georgia Possum names Harris as the author, although its precise wording ("another story by") implies that both of the stories are written by him, and of course "Uncle Remus" was well known at that time as Harris's principal story-telling character. A later reprinting of A Georgia Possum, dated 1 April 1916, claims that "many years ago, perhaps as far back as some of us can remember, 'Uncle Remus' wrote for us a series of character sketches. We have selected 'A Georgia Possum' as among the more characteristic of these tales." From this we can conclude that at least the company itself noted the stories as having been written for SSS by Harris. 8. Harris's relationship with patent remedy companies has been brie y outlined in a few places but not explored more in depth. See Young, "Three Atlanta Pharmacists"; and Cohen, "Jim Crow's Drug War." 9. SSS Tonic, now marketed as full of "Liquid High Potency Iron and B Vitamins," can be found on the shelves at Target, Walmart, and other large chain stores. The company is still privately owned, still uses the same colors and font on its box as it did during the nineteenth century, and indeed has the tag line "Trusted since 1826" written at the bottom of the box. Phone calls by the author to the head of ce in Atlanta were not returned. This article makes no claims or inferences about the intentions or allegiances of the company that makes the product today.
10. Based on my search of the Atlanta Constitution's online archives for 1881 -1945 (pqasb.pqarchiver.com/ajc_historic/search.html). Of these, 959 were printed between 1882 and 1899. SSS was mentioned another three hundred times in the paper, in various editorial formats, including an 18 April 1926 article celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of the company's founding in 1826, in which the headline proclaimed that SSS's success was entirely based on newspaper advertising. By comparison, SSS is mentioned only eight times in black newspapers in the same period, evidence of its lack of interest in the parallel black consumer base: four were short patient testimonials in the African Methodist Episcopal publication the Christian Recorder between 1 January and 9 April 1885; one, in 1899, appeared in a list of available groceries printed in the Parson's Weekly Blade, a black Kansas newspaper; and three appeared in the Huntsville Gazette, an Alabama newspaper, between 1883 and 1891. The Atlanta Constitution was thus central to SSS's self-promotion and self-image. Given the connections between the paper and Atlanta's business community, it is illuminating that Constitution's most famous associate editor, Harris, might af liate with the nostrums company by authoring stories that appeared in its advertising pamphlets. According to James Harvey Young, patent medicine almanacs often printed excerpts from American authors, especially comic authors. In his history of the patent medicine business, Young also notes that Harris stories appear in the St. Jacobs Oil Family Calendar for 1883 -84. Young, Toadstool Millionaires, 140. 11. As late as 1927 correspondence at the archives of the American Medical Association (AMA) shows that the AMA anti-patent remedy of ce believed that while SSS no longer advertised itself as a syphilis cure, it was nonetheless advertising itself as a cure for the symptoms of syphilis and should therefore be subject to prosecution and not allowed to advertise in newspapers because of its false claims. Further, correspondence between AMA agents posing as curious consumers and the SSS "medical department" show that SSS was happy to claim that it cured the syphilis virus in correspondence with customers.
12. Which is to say, while this is not an inquiry into the veracity of the claims made by the testimonials, neither am I trying to cast doubt on the likelihood that many people suffered extensively from the medical problems they describe in these pamphlets. I am more interested in the racialized performance and experience of these illness, as well as the narrative forms through which pain is narrated and played out (or not) on these pages.
13. In the 1876 election, while Republican Rutherford Hayes won the electoral college vote by a single vote, he lost the popular vote, largely due to aggressive voter suppression in the South. Hayes was declared president through a compromise with Southern Democrats in which he promised to remove northern occupying forces from the South; to reduce northern "interference," much of which supported black civic involvement and voting rights; and to support the Democratic candidates forthe presence of the critique of and theorization beyond racial capital. See esp. Cohen, "Deviance as Resistance"; and Cohen, "Punks, Bulldaggers, and Welfare Queens."
21. There is another article to be written about these pamphlets, one that seeks to contribute to the corpus of scholarship on Harris. One direction might be a discussion of the dialect speech in the stories, alongside the history of dialect's pathologization. See Jones, Strange Talk. 22. Johnson, " 'Quare' Studies." I am also methodologically inspired by Ashon Crawley when he writes, rif ng off of Denise Ferreira Da Silva, "Black Study is the force of belief that blackness is but one critical and urgently necessary disruption to the epistemology, the theology-philosophy, that produces a world, a set of protocols, wherein black esh cannot easily breathe. . . . Black Study is a wholly unbounded, holy, collective intellectual project that is fundamentally otherwise than an (inter) discipline. This refusal of disciplinary boundaries is important because disciplinary knowledges attempt resolution." Crawley, Blackpentecostal Breath, 3. Black Study, that is, is a project loosened from the disciplinary imperative of Black Studies even as it remains, it seems to me, ethically bound.
23. This is not to say that what we understand as queerness in its modern sense is not present here in its germinal forms: as Siobhan Somerville and Aliyyah AbdurRahman have noted, sexual nonnormativity and racial difference were mutually imbricated in both the formation of the discipline of sexology in the late nineteenth century -with its taxonomizing of multiple sexual types -and the newer articulations of scienti c racism that blossomed during the Jim Crow period: to be anything not white was to be always, and is still, understood as sexually nonnormative. See Ferguson, Aberrations in Black. Reading these pamphlets carefully, then, allows a glimpse of the white southern imaginary's discursive construction of black homosocial space and, in turn, the central place of white desire for and aggression toward an idea of black homosociality within the biopolitical horizon of that period, which both pathologized black sexual life and then contained black sexuality within a discourse of criminality. Somerville, Queering the Color Line; Abdur-Rahman, " 'Strangest Freaks of Despotism' "; Abdur-Rahman, Against the Closet.
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